
Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
The artist is in between the lines of all that makes live attractive, difficult and a challenge. Finally comes the day for the China Museum of Art. The collection now is placed in the red head under pyramid of Expo 2010.In art museums you can always find what are the meanings seen by their time, in different regimes, who is outsider or insider, what is shown about the brave or revolutionnary frontmen, you can see what men love and dream, what they fear or hate, you can listen to their lyric manifestations or screems, see about fashion and clothing and the nude, about hunger and thirst and gluttony, about death and sickness, about peace and war. You walk through a civilisation cultural inside sightseeing...In a  Show about woodcarvings from 1970th up to... she finds the ONE real misterious artpiece. A girl stands with a bycicle in a wild landscape. It is full moon and on the botton she put a small linnen sheet with radio, watermelon and petroleum lamp, as it is/was for a picnic.  Her eyes stare at a truck coming towards her, still far on the horizon, but already the lamps of the car get her figure into its lightening focus. She is reflecting the yellow light...maybe it is the little petroleum lamp on her feet? The moment is sharp and intriguant between silence and a slowly BASS approaching motorsound...is she expecting someone sitting in that car? Is that a lover or an ennemy? Is her lover just run away in the nearby shadows and the young woman has to affront a insecure situation coming up towards her? Is moonlight introducing to a romantic impact or just kidding on purpose, time falls out of dreams? The image dates 1973...it is gorgeous, she can´t stop stare to this image imaginating what will happen NEXT?- the guardian comes to her, crosses his arms- NO FOTO!
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Notiz
This artwork is  small sized and modest. Nonetheless it has afflicted her mind more than she could imagine. She leads her path to the glassySky Theatre.Starts a short inquirering about the usefull and not usefull way of art production. Some are on doing a live as it was an artpiece. That is what live and art must be. You can not separate both...
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Notiz
One of the artists projects MY SEA in Shanghai is for the moment not proceeding. By the way of deciding the further steps she finds some guys faking an aluminium shutter, that infact is plastic. And in the studios of SAPH the artists fake pearls, silk, concrete, chinese calligraphy, soundtracks; experiment on overlays of context and medium.Just believe in what you must do. That is the mainly feeling the artist has, watching the other artists doing their art stuff.As men live by working and believe work must be to live. What does it mean? What is the relationship between a life and work? And when it becomes art?
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Notiz
Live becomes a really good artpiece when what you do is what you want and  makes you a reflecting shield on the others, connect you with them. And keeps you and your friends alive.This is for our world or for the Sky Theatre piece...Artists create the garden landscapes of  insight emotions, wishes, fears and dreams. Artist can transform it in different ways so it looks real, political, ecologist, fantastic, expressive, shy and fragil, powerfull and exhausting....(to continue).The evening of 13th june - 4 hours before one artist´s birthday - is topped with a Schwarzwälder Kirschkuchen present from swatch group (THANKYOU) and some italian classfriends visiting him. The evening looks like a good art performance, as artists start to laugh because of some very creative moments all together, they seriously discuss, show  their work in professional style and some of them use some of them to put into their work, so the whole works become a manifestation of connecting and reflecting with the other. Connecting with world and Sky Theatre. In future someone will be able to read about things that  happened in that special moment in that specific place. Mabe some unhappy feelings find their way in music partitures or drawings, maybe a lucky laughter can be seen in bright shining yellow paint. Maybe a silver trace remains lingering in an edge like a whisper of reflected light. Maybe one of their dreams become real. Art is to see the real. As a birthday is real and it is  art cultural language to make a fest for it...
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Notiz
in China this week is cultural event as it is the week of Dragonboatfest; AND ALSO HERE  the Chinese continue to dedicate these days to an ancient poet, true and corageous in art of live, with sad (?!) fate. A man whos life has become art and cultural language. He touches you the way of real feelings do - coming to you, into your past and future mind.interested for more? german:http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drachenbootfest
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Memory and staying alive untill - so - death doesn´t come... All want to be put into the picture. I am the picture. My beauty and smile is the picture. I give you my picture and send you my picture. Put my picture into your pillowbook...All pictures that have been taken in last five days are more than all pictures that have been taken in the last 77 and a half years.I am now in 1179 more pictures as i walked on the WAITAN BUND the 11th, 12th at night  (more handypics), and as i sat on 12th in early afternoon at Souzhou Creek waiting for the Dragonboat race. An old very beautiful chinese fotografer with  longwhite hair (KAMERA UND STATIV from the1920th) was  trying to remain invisible for me. He rounded and rounded around me and finally took one image: this one must be good, as I dressed in Black and White snug dress, black sunglasses and Black and White GOLA bag....this could be a foto some day exposed in a gallery, and it shows a - not young anymore - but still sexy (?!) foreign women at the pier of suzhou creek in Shanghai...
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All efforts are for the Sky Theatre and a walk on the way of fame...
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and to be on the RED CARPET....A museum is a place where you see what you get in real life, as artists show it for the future lives, work on it in their present live, and feed it with their past and daily heartbeats as long as they are alive...
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Every man and woman is working on it in same similar way. Live is to be cultivated best way. That is art of living, living art.In the following pictures the artist guides you through the little street museum , from Baoshan lu up and down and around some other corners. Some places and images she hides in her secret citymap to let you find your own way FOR YOUR OWN PICTURE.
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